Growth characteristics of clonal cell populations constituting a B16 melanoma metastasis model system.
Three distinct dissemination-related phenotypes have been distinguished among cell subpopulations of the mouse B16 melanoma: tumorigenicity, spontaneous metastasis from subcutaneous tumors, and organ colonization following intravenous injection of cells. From a progenitor clone (G3) of tumorigenic but nonmetastatic and noncolonizing (null) cells that underwent phenotypic diversification in vitro and in vivo, 4 subclones were obtained: G3.5 (culture-generated metastatic), G3.12 (tumor-generated metastatic), G3.15 (culture-generated null), and G3.26 (tumor-generated colonizing). The growth potentials of the parent clone and derived subclones were investigated comparatively in in vivo assays (tumorigenicity, tumor growth rate, and lung colonization potential), monolayer culture assays (generation time, saturation density, clonogenicity, and rate of detachment by trypsin), and in soft agar. In overall growth potential, G3.26 greater than G3.12 greater than G3, G3.5 greater than G3.15. These results indicate that metastatic populations of the B16 melanoma are not the most rapidly and effectively growing cells obtainable from that tumor.